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PERTH FESTIVAL FAMILY AND FREE EVENTS 

RIO TINTO FAMILY AND EDUCATION PROGRAM 

 
The Perth International Arts Festival engages with children and families through a selection of 
dynamic events that appeal to imagination, whimsy and the inner child in all of us. These 
include the Lotterywest Festival Opening and Celebration, the Wesfarmers Arts Visual Arts 
Program and the Rio Tinto Family and Education Program. 
 
The landscape will come alive as the Festival spills out of galleries and theatres and into the 
streets. Opening spectacular Dawn:Dusk sees hundreds of vocalists and musicians greet the 
dawn as light glimmers of the ocean at Cottesloe Beach; Place des Anges, a once-in-a-lifetime 
event, sees angels glide, float and careen through the air, leaving a burst of feathers in their wake 
before landing on St Georges Terrace; the irresistible RedBall Project squeezes itself into well-
known places and half-noticed spaces, transforming Perth into an unexpected canvas of 
possibilities; while acclaimed Korean artist Choi Jeong Hwa brings his exuberant and 
poignant vision to Perth with two temporary outdoor sculptures commissioned especially for the 
festival.  
 
From the theatre program, Perth’s own Barking Gecko Productions presents two works; the 
world premiere of Driving Into Walls, an intimate and confronting play drawn from over 500 
starkly honest and highly confidential interviews with Western Australian teens that draws back 
the curtain on what it means to be young in our modern, media-driven society; and The Red 
Tree, bringing to life Academy Award winner Shaun Tan’s acclaimed book in a vibrant 
production of bold imagery and live music. 
 
Circus is reinvented and reimagined as premier circus company Circa and polyphonic vocal 
masters I Fagiolini join feats of astonishing acrobatics with a soaring score drawn from 
centuries of sacred music in How Like an Angel, performed in the spectacular vaulted ceilings 
of the UWA’s cathedral-like Winthrop Hall; while James Thiérrée’s La Compagnie du 
Hanneton combines humour, incredible physical feats and spectacular visuals in Raoul, a 
production of startling illusion that is operatic in scale. 
 
From the UK, Subject to_change bring their hybrid, interactive work Home Sweet Home. 
Like ‘Sims’ in the real world, audiences become participants, putting their creative talents to the 
test to build a vibrant new Perth from the ground up. Atishoo! uses amazing puppetry, live 
performance, music and loads of paper to gets children's imaginations running wild and find a 
cure for the common cold. 
 
Children of all ages can get hands-on with readings, games, workshops and activities at the 
Perth Writers Festival Family Day. Authors and illustrators entertain and enlighten in an 
outdoor carnival atmosphere, bringing the imaginative world of books to life.   
 
BOOKINGS AND FESTIVAL INFO: 6488 5555 • perthfestival.com.au 
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For further information, interviews or images please contact: 

WA MEDIA: Rania Ghandour  NATIONAL MEDIA: Miranda Brown    

+61 8 6488 8618 / 0403 025 535   +61 3 9419 0931 / 0411 568 781  

rghandour@perthfestival.com.au   miranda@mbpublicity.com.au 

  

Perth International Arts Festival 

Founded in 1953 by The University of Western Australia, the Perth International Arts Festival is the longest running international 

arts festival in Australia and Western Australia’s premier cultural event. The Festival has developed a worldwide reputation for 

excellence in its international program, the presentation of new works and the highest quality artistic experiences for its audience.  

For 60 Festivals we have  welcomed to Perth some of the world’s greatest living artists and now connect  with over 300,000 

people each year. 

 

Jonathan Holloway is the Artistic Director 2012-2015.  
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